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High-end
thermoforming technology
Solera-Thermoform Group S.p.A. is a well known thermoforming specialist in Europe with almost 50
years experience on the RV segment.
Words Giorgio Carpi

M

ore and more esternal and internal plastic components in
any caravan and motorhome are made today of thermoformed plastic. Bumpers, front and rear walls, spoilers,
frames, light supports, shower trays and many others, are strongly influencing the vehicle design and its unique identification on
the market. This is the reason why RV producers take care on the
selection of their main suppliers for these important components.
One of the most qualified thermoformer in Europe is the italian Solera-Thermoform Group S.p.A, which operates from two thermoforming divisions located in Veneto and Tuscany regions.
The Solera-Thermoform Group
Since the beginning of the seventies Solera and Thermoform, originally working as competitors and later together, after their merging
in 2009 under the brand Solera-Thermoform Group,
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have specialised in the manufacturing of high quality thermoform
components for vehicles. Today Solera-Thermoform Group is a premium partner for the major RV Groups like Trigano, Rapido and
Hymer, but even for the biggest international agricultural machine
producers like CNHI and AGCO, for industrial and commercial vehicles brands like Iveco, FCA and more recently also for e-vehicles
producers, with the committment to costantly improve the quality
level of their plastic components.
Solera-Thermoform Group owns now one of the most advanced
and modern thermoforming machinery park in Europe. With over
20 single and twin sheet hi-tech termoforming machines sized for
plates up to 4000x2500x800 mm, twenty 5-axes cnc-trimming robots and three automated bonding centers, Solera-Thermoform
Group grants to its partners a powerful production capacity maintaining flexibility also in case of small production batches.
“The severe selection of reliable partners for
industrial tools and plastic plates contributes
to strengthen the entire supply chain” explains Mr Riccardo Palatresi, Managing Director of Solera-Thermoform Group. The
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constant investments in the staff trainings,
in the machinery monitoring in the framework of the Industry 4.0 scenario and the
introduction of 3D scanners to ensure the
correspondence between defined dimensions, tolerances and final product, contribute to further improve the quality level
of each component, achieving and often
crossing the customers’ requirements. Solera-Thermoform Group offers today a full
support to its customers, beginning from
3D design through CAD/CAM tools up to
the prototype construction and further on
preassemblied components delivered in
dedicated logistic solutions.
The longlasting experience in the thermoplastic materials developed inside the two
Solera-Thermoform plants runs all processes within a framework of quality management according to EN ISO 9001:2015, IATF
16949:2016, DIN 6701-2 and more recently
to WCM (World Class Manufacturing).
The technique of thermoforming is well
established and well known to the manufacturers of caravans and motorhomes,
nevertheless there is still place for a further
innovation step, expecially with regards to
the increasing demand for green vehicles in
harmony with the current European Standards. RV producers ready to go for more
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‘green’ have now the possibility to replace
their tradictional fiberglass elements like
motorhome overcabs with high resistant
thermoforming twin-sheet walls, granting
excellent structural stability with thermal
isolation from one side and improving the
percentage of full recyclable plastic materials
in each vehicle from the other side. Critical
components like motorhomes bumpers and
spoilers or even caravan side frames may
benefit from this technology. On such a new
development Solera-Thermoform Group is
studying new solutions with its customers
to approach the market with winning ideas.

Facts and figures
Solera Materie Plastiche Srl (founded in 1966) and Thermoform SpA (founded in
1976), joined in 2009 to become a leading thermoforming company in Europe. The
Soltherm brand was born in 2018 from Solera-Thermoform Group SpA.
Soltherm brand products are produced in the Italian factories in Torreglia (Padua,
Veneto) and Fucecchio (Florence, Tuscany), where 170 people work. The total production area is 25,000 square meters, the turnover is 26 million euros.

Twin-sheet process
The twin-sheet machinery hosts two aluminium moulds that immediately after the thermoforming come together
joining the plastic plates while they are
still hot. The final result is a double wall
body, that can be further reworked from
a CNC trimming robot and completed
inseriting electrical cables, screws, hinges, metallic flanges.

A twin-sheet
panel section
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